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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 
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Johannesburg, South Africa 

REVIEW RETURNED 12/12/2011 

 

THE STUDY Many aspects of the study design are strong, and this work 
represents an important addition to the literature around adolescent 
HIV prevention.  
 
However, there are several areas that may be strengthened through 
a revision. I have suggested several ideas for strengthening the 
manuscript here (and more fully in the attached word file).  
 
In terms of the representativeness of the sample, the author does a 
good job of explaining that churches self-select into the program and 
may therefore be different from non-participating churches. It does 
seem like the quasi-experimental design partially controls for this 
selection bias, though it is unclear if Table 3 incorporates these 
statistical controls into the final model? The authors should make 
this analytical choice clear in the next revision.  
 
Overall, I’m uncertain as to whether it is appropriate to measure 
intervention impact at the individual level, given that Agents of 
Change is a method for improving group norms and is delivered at 
the church level. Would it not be methodologically stronger to 
measure the change over time by cluster? I realize that this would 
make the study lose power, but it may be worth considering given 
that peer norms (more so than individual attitudes) seem to be the 
primary target of the intervention. Otherwise, in the analytical 
methods, describe why individual level analysis remains appropriate 
despite the intervention being delivered at a group level.  
 
In the field of sexual and reproductive health, it is appropriate to use 
sexual debut, condom use, and number of partners as program 
endpoints. However, I would encourage the authors to review the 
outcome of ‘stopping sex’ in light of meta-analyses that show 
abstinence programming either does nothing, or is detrimental to 
adolescent health.1 2 It would be unfortunate for this paper to lose 
sight of the strong program focus on youth participation and 
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engendering “respect for choice and control” by choosing to 
measure ‘stopping sex’. Not only is this endpoint statistically 
insignificant in the study findings, but keeping it as a program goal 
may serve to reinforce the stigma, shame, and confusion that 
adolescents feel around human sexuality, thus ultimately decreasing 
adolescents' ability to make informed decisions about sex and HIV. 
3 I would encourage the authors to remove ‘stopping sex’ as a study 
endpoint.  
 
The authors note an important limitation: “…unlike in the school 
setting, young people do not attend youth group every week and so 
there were different participants at different times.” This points to the 
challenges of implementing programs with youth, as has been noted 
by other studies.4 Perhaps it would be important to bring this 
consideration into the analysis as well, since presumably the 
participants received different levels of program dosage? It may be 
useful to stratify the sample into those that attended a ‘full’ portion of 
the program (say, 18 of 20 sessions) and those that attended 
‘partial’. If the ‘full’ attendees show stronger trends toward behavior 
change, this could strengthen the program outcomes.  
 
Many references are up to date and relevant, though I sense the 
literature base could be bolstered by adding a few more topics to the 
Discussion (discussed further below).  
 
1. Getty G. Review: sexual abstinence only programmes do not 
affect STIs or HIV risk behaviours in high-income countries. Evid 
Based Nurs 2008;11(1):9.  
2. Underhill K, Montgomery P, Operario D. Sexual abstinence only 
programmes to prevent HIV infection in high income countries: 
systematic review. BMJ 2007;335(7613):248.  
3. Kaljee LM, Green M, Riel R, Lerdboon P, Tho le H, Thoa le TK, et 
al. Sexual stigma, sexual behaviors, and abstinence among 
Vietnamese adolescents: implications for risk and protective 
behaviors for HIV, sexually transmitted infections, and unwanted 
pregnancy. J Assoc Nurses AIDS Care 2007;18(2):48-59. 
4. Stanton BF, Li X, Kahihuata J, Fitzgerald AM, Neumbo S, 
Kanduuombe G, et al. Increased protected sex and abstinence 
among Namibian youth following a HIV risk-reduction intervention: a 
randomized, longitudinal study. Aids 1998;12(18):2473-80.  

RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS The authors do a nice job of contrasting the outcomes of this study 
to other literature. Following this paragraph (p10 lines 25-36), the 
authors can further engage with existing literature on youth 
interventions by: a) comparing the content/delivery 
models/processes of Agents of Change curriculum to other 
interventions, b) suggesting a few hypotheses for why Agents of 
Change was more or less successful than other interventions.  
 
The Discussion might also be an appropriate place to bring in more 
of the emerging evidence around faith-based preventive-health 
models. This delivery model certainly seems appropriate in the 
South African setting, yet faith-based health programs have mainly 
been studied in the U.S. (with important exceptions 5 6) and rarely 
tackle HIV/AIDS (again with exceptions 7). This gap in the literature 
represents a key strength of this manuscript, and should be further 
highlighted by discussing the current state of the field for  
faith-based health evaluation.  
 
5. Hartwig KN, Hartwig KA, DiSorbo P, Hofgren B, Motz-Storey L, 
Mmbando P, et al. Scaling up a community-based palliative care 
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program among faith-based hospitals in Tanzania. J Palliat Care 
2010;26(3):194-201.  
6. Abanilla PK, Huang KY, Shinners D, Levy A, Ayernor K, Aikins 
AG, et al. Cardiovascular disease prevention in Ghana: feasibility of 
a faith-based organizational approach. Bull World Health Organ 
2011;89(9):648-56.  
7. Wingood GM, Simpson-Robinson L, Braxton ND, Raiford JL. 
Design of a Faith-Based HIV Intervention: Successful Collaboration 
Between a University and a Church. Health Promot Pract 
2011;12(6):823-31. 

GENERAL COMMENTS This manuscript is poised to make an important contribution to the 
adolescent HIV prevention literature. However, there are several 
areas that can be strengthened. I have identified areas according to 
manuscript section, in an effort to simplify the revision process for 
the authors. 
 
Introduction 
It seems that the introductory paragraph would frame the paper 
better by discussing the nature of the South African HIV epidemic 
and the disproportionate risk of young persons to HIV acquisition. 
The statement that “The few countries that have successfully 
decreased national HIV prevalence have achieved these gains 
mostly by encouraging behaviour change amongst youth” is not 
entirely accurate. Perhaps rather state that “behaviour change 
continues to be viewed as an important element of reducing HIV 
prevalence, though it has had varying degrees of success across 
settings.” You can cite the Lancet series on behavioural HIV 
prevention, or another peer review publication, rather than an 
unpublished report. 
 
Methods 
The paper would benefit from a stronger description of the Agents of 
Change intervention. Is the curriculum published? How (and by 
whom) was it developed? Which behavioral theories were translated 
into curricular tools? The authors do a good job of describing the 
importance of peer-led interventions, and it would be useful if these 
insights/decisions were extended to describe other elements of the 
program in more detail. It is novel and appropriate to cite the parent 
sessions as drawing upon motivational interviewing techniques. The 
authors should explain to the reader what this term means, and why 
it theoretically might be appropriate for an intervention with parents. I 
do wonder why this approach was not also used in the youth 
curriculum? Again, important for the authors to make the curricular 
choices explicit, so that other programs know why Agents of Change 
may have been effective. 
I’m uncertain as to whether it is appropriate to measure   intervention 
impact at the individual level, given that Agents of Change is a 
method for improving group norms, and is delivered at the church 
level. Would it not be methodologically stronger to measure the 
change over time by cluster? I realize that this would make the study 
lose power, but it may be worth 
considering given that peer norms (more so than individual attitudes) 
seem to be the primary target of the intervention. Otherwise, in the 
analytical methods, describe why individual level analysis remains 
appropriate despite the intervention being delivered at a group level.  
 
Findings 
In the field of sexual and reproductive health, it is appropriate to use 
sexual debut, condom use, and number of partners as program 
endpoints. However, I would encourage the authors 
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to review the outcome of ‘stopping sex’ in light of meta-analyses that 
show abstinence programming either does nothing, or is detrimental 
to adolescent health.1 2 It would be unfortunate for this paper to lose 
sight of the strong program focus on youth participation and 
engendering “respect for choice and control” by choosing to 
measure ‘stopping sex’. Not only is this endpoint statistically 
insignificant in the study findings, but keeping it as a program goal 
may serve to reinforce the stigma, shame, and confusion that 
adolescents feel around human sexuality, thus ultimately decreasing 
adolescents' ability to make informed decisions about sex and HIV.3 
I would encourage the authors to remove ‘stopping sex’ as a study 
endpoint. 
For Tables 2 and 3, have you adjusted for baseline variables? If so, 
you should list these under the table, and perhaps create a separate 
column for the unadjusted and adjusted odds ratios. It is not 
sufficient to report these values in the text only. 
 
Discussion and Limitations 
The authors note an important limitation: “…unlike in the school 
setting, young people do not attend youth group every week and so 
there were different participants at different times.” 
This points to the challenges of implementing programs with youth, 
as has been noted by other studies.4 Perhaps it would be important 
to bring this consideration into the analysis as well, since 
presumably the participants received different levels of program 
dosage? It may be useful to stratify the sample into those that 
attended a ‘full’ portion of the program (say, 18 of 20 sessions) and 
those that attended ‘partial’. If the ‘full’ attendees show stronger 
trends toward behavior change, this could strengthen the program 
outcomes. While the WHO guidelines on intervention scale-up are 
interesting to note, it seems like a separate paper may be better 
suited to assess the intervention against WHO criteria. The issues of 
feasibility and acceptability deserve attention in a formal ‘process 
evaluation’ manuscript, rather than tacked on to the end of this 
impact evaluation. 
The authors do a nice job of contrasting the outcomes of this study 
to other literature. Following this paragraph (p10 lines 25-36), the 
authors can further engage with existing literature on youth 
interventions by: a) comparing the content/delivery 
models/processes of Agents of Change curriculum to other 
interventions, b) suggesting a few hypotheses for why Agents of 
Change was more or less successful than other interventions. 
The Discussion might also be an appropriate place to bring in more 
of the emerging evidence around faith-based preventive-health 
models. This delivery model certainly seems appropriate in the 
South African setting, yet faith-based health programs have mainly 
been studied in the U.S. (with important exceptions5 6) and rarely 
tackle HIV/AIDS (again with exceptions7). This gap in the literature 
represents a key strength of this manuscript, and should be further 
highlighted by discussing the dearth of faith-based health evaluation. 
This would also be a good time for the authors to note inherent 
tensions between faith-based intervention that explores ‘taboo’ 
topics like sexuality and HIV. It seems that the authors are aware of 
this tension, in that they mention the self-selection bias by church 
clergy. However, these dynamics should be made more explicit, so 
that future interventions can take them into account when designing 
or rolling out programs.  
 
Stylistic considerations 
It will be important for the authors to clean up the in text citations, 
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according to BMJ manuscript style. 
 
1. Getty G. Review: sexual abstinence only programmes do not 
affect STIs or HIV risk 
behaviours in high-income countries. Evid Based Nurs 2008;11(1):9. 
2. Underhill K, Montgomery P, Operario D. Sexual abstinence only 
programmes to prevent HIV 
infection in high income countries: systematic review. BMJ 
2007;335(7613):248. 
3. Kaljee LM, Green M, Riel R, Lerdboon P, Tho le H, Thoa le TK, et 
al. Sexual stigma, sexual 
behaviors, and abstinence among Vietnamese adolescents: 
implications for risk and 
protective behaviors for HIV, sexually transmitted infections, and 
unwanted pregnancy. 
J Assoc Nurses AIDS Care 2007;18(2):48-59. 
4. Stanton BF, Li X, Kahihuata J, Fitzgerald AM, Neumbo S, 
Kanduuombe G, et al. Increased 
protected sex and abstinence among Namibian youth following a 
HIV risk-reduction 
intervention: a randomized, longitudinal study. Aids 
1998;12(18):2473-80. 
5. Hartwig KN, Hartwig KA, DiSorbo P, Hofgren B, Motz-Storey L, 
Mmbando P, et al. Scaling up 
a community-based palliative care program among faith-based 
hospitals in Tanzania. J 
Palliat Care 2010;26(3):194-201. 
6. Abanilla PK, Huang KY, Shinners D, Levy A, Ayernor K, Aikins 
AG, et al. Cardiovascular 
disease prevention in Ghana: feasibility of a faith-based 
organizational approach. Bull 
World Health Organ 2011;89(9):648-56. 
7. Wingood GM, Simpson-Robinson L, Braxton ND, Raiford JL. 
Design of a Faith-Based HIV 
Intervention: Successful Collaboration Between a University and a 
Church. Health 
Promot Pract 2011;12(6):823-31. 

 

REVIEWER Matthew F. Chersich  
MBBCh (Wits) PhD (Ghent U.)  
Associate Professor  
Centre for Health Policy, School of Public Health  
University of Witwatersrand, South Africa  

REVIEW RETURNED 12/12/2011 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The article outlines the key findings of an intervention and control 
group study that evaluates the effects of a peer led sexual health 
programme within the Anglican Diocese in the Western Cape on the 
sexual behaviour of young people exposed to the programme. The 
study found a statistically significant increase in the age of sexual 
debut and in condom use in the experimental group (176 
participants who were attendees at churches which had trained peer 
educators running the programme), as compared to the control 
group (92 participants who attended churches that did not implement 
the programme).  
There are very few studies in Africa that seek to understand the role 
of religion in youth sexuality. The greatest strength of the article is 
that it aims to add robust information to literature on religion and 
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sexuality. Another strength of the study is that the participants 
(especially those who are in the experimental group) are drawn from 
areas known to have high HIV prevalence. These areas have high 
levels of need for intervention and findings that may contribute to 
future intervention design for sexual health programmes of young 
people in such areas are especially important. The authors are to be 
congratulated for attempting a study in this setting, and for including 
both quantitative and qualitative methods (reported elsewhere).  
Major comments  
The authors overstate the importance of their findings, this 
intervention needs to be tested further before it can be claimed to be 
ready for implementation based on the WHO criteria. One could not 
roll-out a programme based on evaluating a self-reported outcome in 
such small groups, with an opaque sampling frame, and no 
multivariate analysis. The study design and analysis techniques are 
not sufficiently robust to draw such conclusions. Further, key criteria 
of ‘feasibility’, ‘acceptability’ and ‘other health and social effects’, 
adverse effects (not measured) are not measured and assessed in 
this study. With reference to the criterion of ‘potential coverage’, the 
authors also suggest that the programme could be suitable for use in 
other denominations. However, this claim might not be true 
considering the marked theological and sociological differences in 
church denominations and congregations in this setting.  
The baseline sexual behaviours of the intervention and control 
groups should be reported, if these measures were similar, the 
reader would be more likely to believe that the groups were similar 
at baseline, prior to one group receiving the intervention.  
The authors should state if the evaluation was a priori planned to fit 
with the WHO framework reported, or if this was a post hoc decision. 
Generally there seems some disjoint between the findings and the 
framework used, where measures have not been included for each 
component of the framework used to evaluate the readiness of the 
programme for further implementation.  
In both the introduction and conclusion, the authors suggest that the 
programme needs further development, but no discussion is had 
about the form such development would need to take or the content 
that might need to be addressed.  
The authors should provide more background about the content of 
the program to make the causal links more clear for the reader, so 
they can see that it is indeed the program that provided the basis for 
the changes reported. More detail is also needed about the methods 
used in the sessions.  
The outcome variables are not standard reference studies that used 
these measures before, or international-recommended measures of 
these outcomes, and it is unclear how the condom use score was 
derived, what question were youth asked?  
The statistical interpretation is incorrect, selectively applied. You 
cannot say there is an increase unless you have evidence for that, 
P=0.25 is weak evidence, especially as there are so few in that 
group: 8 controls, 41 in intervention. Yet, when P=0.05 for 
differences in race between intervention and control, the author 
choose to say that is not-significant? A P value of 0.05 should be 
interpreted similarly to P=0.04.  
The socioeconomic and cultural background of the participants 
needs to be presented in text, elaborating more on the factors 
represented in Table 1. The reader’s concern in this regard is that 
the possibility that the participants may have in fact changed their 
behaviour based on messages not related to the programme 
(particularly considering the timeframe of the study) has not been 
adequately addressed. This compromises the strength of the overall 
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argument, particularly in light of the recommendation to implement 
the programme in other areas, which may be socially and 
economically different from the areas that the participants are drawn 
from.  
Add to the limitations issues of sampling which limit the ability to 
draw conclusions from the findings. For example, the sample size of 
the control group is almost half that of the intervention group, we 
response rate is not reported, or unknown, how many questionnaires 
could not be linked. There is no sampling frame (list of potentially 
eligible youth).  
 
It is not correct to say that randomisation was impossible, among 
churches where the clergy agreed to participate, randomisation 
could have been done, or a stepped wedge design used, or similar.  
 
Minor comments  
- Not clear if the control group was also drawn from areas with high 
rates of HIV prevalence, or vulnerable communities, how many 
controls and intervention churches from each .  
- One of the authors is affiliated with the Fikelela AIDS project, which 
is the organisation that trained the peer educators. The possibility of 
the bias’ this affiliation may create is not discussed. This might be 
done in an author contribution note.  
- The design text makes it appear as if groups were sampled, when 
analysis is based on individuals, does not take into account 
clustering.  
- There is much controversy about why HIV declined in countries 
such as Uganda, it is not simply as “youth were encouraged to 
change behaviour”, the issue is much more complex  
- There are too many typing, formatting or grammar errors in the text 
and in the references, these must be corrected.  
- It is unclear if respondents self-completed the questionnaire, or an 
interviewer completed it for them  
- “Controls were matched as closely as possible”, we are only told 
they are in close proximity, not told how successful the matching 
was. Matching has specific meanings in epidemiology, seems the 
authors mean something less formal here, rather don’t use that word 
unless you did “matching”.  
- The sample size description is incomplete, for example the 
postulated effect size is not given.  
- How was “a role model who provides positive peer pressure” as an 
essential attribute assessed in selecting peers?  
- Anova was used to compare continuous to categorical variables, is 
just incorrect.  
- Interesting that some were non-christian, could you explain that?  
- The denominators for Table 2,3 need to be more explicit  
- Why was violence mentioned as important, but then not reported 
on?  
- Social desirability bias is a form of reporting bias, not a separate 
entity from reporting bias as it appears in the text  

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

In terms of the representativeness of the sample, the author does a good job of explaining that 

churches self-select into the program and may therefore be different from non-participating churches. 

It does seem like the quasi-experimental design partially controls for this selection bias, though it is 

unclear if Table 3 incorporates these statistical controls into the final model? The authors should 

make this analytical choice clear in the next revision.  
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The reviewers comment is not entirely clear to us but if we understand you correctly you are 

concerned as to whether the results were adjusted for baseline confounding factors.  

The intervention and control groups were compared at baseline, and although two variables had a 

borderline difference (p=0.05), the statistician did not recommend that the analysis needed adjusting 

for any of the measured confounding factors.  

Overall, I’m uncertain as to whether it is appropriate to measure intervention impact at the individual 

level, given that Agents of Change is a method for improving group norms and is delivered at the 

church level. Would it not be methodologically stronger to measure the change over time by cluster? I 

realize that this would make the study lose power, but it may be worth considering given that peer 

norms (more so than individual attitudes) seem to be the primary target of the intervention. Otherwise, 

in the analytical methods, describe why individual level analysis remains appropriate despite the 

intervention being delivered at a group level.  

Conceptually the program had the goal of reducing individual risk, although the method of doing so 

included attention to group dynamics such as peer pressure and recruited youth within their youth 

groups. Youth groups were thought to be fairly homogeneous in composition.  

 

As you note, if the data were to be re-analysed in clusters then we might lose the power to detect 

change.  

 

I added a comment on these issues in the methods section  

In the field of sexual and reproductive health, it is appropriate to use sexual debut, condom use, and 

number of partners as program endpoints. However, I would encourage the authors to review the 

outcome of ‘stopping sex’ in light of meta-analyses that show abstinence programming either does 

nothing, or is detrimental to adolescent health.1 2 It would be unfortunate for this paper to lose sight 

of the strong program focus on youth participation and engendering “respect for choice and control” 

by choosing to measure ‘stopping sex’. Not only is this endpoint statistically insignificant in the study 

findings, but keeping it as a program goal may serve to reinforce the stigma, shame, and confusion 

that adolescents feel around human sexuality, thus ultimately decreasing adolescents' ability to make 

informed decisions about sex and HIV. 3 I would encourage the authors to remove ‘stopping sex’ as a 

study endpoint.  

This is an interesting comment.  

 

Our interpretation of the literature is that abstinence only programmes may be detrimental, but that 

programmes which include abstinence as part of a balanced and broad range of options in which 

youth retain choice and control is not detrimental or harmful. We also note from the literature that it is 

very common to report on abstinence as a study endpoint. From this point of view we feel we should 

retain it.  

 

The fact that we did not show a significant effect on “stopping sex” is a separate issue and we do not 

feel that we should not report on this outcome simply because there was no significant effect 

measured. It is important to report on both positive and negative findings.  

 

We will discuss these issues more in the discussion section.  

 

The authors note an important limitation: “…unlike in the school setting, young people do not attend 

youth group every week and so there were different participants at different times.” This points to the 

challenges of implementing programs with youth, as has been noted by other studies.4 Perhaps it 

would be important to bring this consideration into the analysis as well, since presumably the 

participants received different levels of program dosage? It may be useful to stratify the sample into 

those that attended a ‘full’ portion of the program (say, 18 of 20 sessions) and those that attended 

‘partial’. If the ‘full’ attendees show stronger trends toward behavior change, this could strengthen the 

program outcomes.  
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Unfortunately the data was not collected about how many sessions the young people had attended, in 

future evaluations this would be important data to collect.  

Many references are up to date and relevant, though I sense the literature base could be bolstered by 

adding a few more topics to the Discussion (discussed further below).  

 

1. Getty G. Review: sexual abstinence only programmes do not affect STIs or HIV risk behaviours in 

high-income countries. Evid Based Nurs 2008;11(1):9.  

2. Underhill K, Montgomery P, Operario D. Sexual abstinence only programmes to prevent HIV 

infection in high income countries: systematic review. BMJ 2007;335(7613):248.  

3. Kaljee LM, Green M, Riel R, Lerdboon P, Tho le H, Thoa le TK, et al. Sexual stigma, sexual 

behaviors, and abstinence among Vietnamese adolescents: implications for risk and protective 

behaviors for HIV, sexually transmitted infections, and unwanted pregnancy. J Assoc Nurses AIDS 

Care 2007;18(2):48-59.  

4. Stanton BF, Li X, Kahihuata J, Fitzgerald AM, Neumbo S, Kanduuombe G, et al. Increased 

protected sex and abstinence among Namibian youth following a HIV risk-reduction intervention: a 

randomized, longitudinal study. Aids 1998;12(18):2473-80.  

 

The authors do a nice job of contrasting the outcomes of this study to other literature. Following this 

paragraph (p10 lines 25-36), the authors can further engage with existing literature on youth 

interventions by: a) comparing the content/delivery models/processes of Agents of Change curriculum 

to other interventions, b) suggesting a few hypotheses for why Agents of Change was more or less 

successful than other interventions. Added to discussion section  

 

A paragraph added  

The Discussion might also be an appropriate place to bring in more of the emerging evidence around 

faith-based preventive-health models. This delivery model certainly seems appropriate in the South 

African setting, yet faith-based health programs have mainly been studied in the U.S. (with important 

exceptions 5 6) and rarely tackle HIV/AIDS (again with exceptions 7). This gap in the literature 

represents a key strength of this manuscript, and should be further highlighted by discussing the 

current state of the field for  

faith-based health evaluation.  

 

5. Hartwig KN, Hartwig KA, DiSorbo P, Hofgren B, Motz-Storey L, Mmbando P, et al. Scaling up a 

community-based palliative care program among faith-based hospitals in Tanzania. J Palliat Care 

2010;26(3):194-201.  

6. Abanilla PK, Huang KY, Shinners D, Levy A, Ayernor K, Aikins AG, et al. Cardiovascular disease 

prevention in Ghana: feasibility of a faith-based organizational approach. Bull World Health Organ 

2011;89(9):648-56.  

7. Wingood GM, Simpson-Robinson L, Braxton ND, Raiford JL. Design of a Faith-Based HIV 

Intervention: Successful Collaboration Between a University and a Church. Health Promot Pract 

2011;12(6):823-31.  

 

Added to discussion section  

2nd reviewer  

 

The authors overstate the importance of their findings, this intervention needs to be tested further 

before it can be claimed to be ready for implementation based on the WHO criteria. One could not 

roll-out a programme based on evaluating a self-reported outcome in such small groups, with an 

opaque sampling frame, and no multivariate analysis. The study design and analysis techniques are 

not sufficiently robust to draw such conclusions. Further, key criteria of ‘feasibility’, ‘acceptability’ and 

‘other health and social effects’, adverse effects (not measured) are not measured and assessed in 
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this study. With reference to the criterion of ‘potential coverage’, the authors also suggest that the 

programme could be suitable for use in other denominations. However, this claim might not be true 

considering the marked theological and sociological differences in church denominations and 

congregations in this setting. The text has been altered to more clearly indicate that the program can 

be considered ‘ready’ for implementation with further evaluation and is not yet at the ‘go’ stage 

according to the WHO.  

 

 

Mention has also been made of the process evaluation, which is reported elsewhere, but which 

provides additional evidence for some of the key criteria such as feasibility, acceptability and other 

effects.  

 

 

Certain denominations which have similar attitudes to condom use and sexuality such as the 

Methodist church, Lutheran etc. would be suitable for roll out. This program would not be suitable for 

the Catholic church or Pentecostal churches due to their strong bias against condom usage.  

The baseline sexual behaviours of the intervention and control groups should be reported, if these 

measures were similar, the reader would be more likely to believe that the groups were similar at 

baseline, prior to one group receiving the intervention  

Done  

 

The authors should state if the evaluation was a priori planned to fit with the WHO framework 

reported, or if this was a post hoc decision. Generally there seems some disjoint between the findings 

and the framework used, where measures have not been included for each component of the 

framework used to evaluate the readiness of the programme for further implementation.  

The WHO framework was used after completing the study as a tool to help interpret the study findings 

and their implications for further implementation and evaluation.  

This has been added to text  

In both the introduction and conclusion, the authors suggest that the programme needs further 

development, but no discussion is had about the form such development would need to take or the 

content that might need to be addressed.  

Added to text  

The authors should provide more background about the content of the program to make the causal 

links more clear for the reader, so they can see that it is indeed the program that provided the basis 

for the changes reported. More detail is also needed about the methods used in the sessions.  

Included (theories and methodology)  

The outcome variables are not standard reference studies that used these measures before, or 

international-recommended measures of these outcomes, and it is unclear how the condom use score 

was derived, what question were youth asked?  

A likert scale was used for condom use  

Never (1), sometimes (2) frequently (3) and always (4)  

 

Explanation added to text  

 

The statistical interpretation is incorrect, selectively applied. You cannot say there is an increase 

unless you have evidence for that, P=0.25 is weak evidence, especially as there are so few in that 

group: 8 controls, 41 in intervention. Yet, when P=0.05 for differences in race between intervention 

and control, the author choose to say that is not-significant? A P value of 0.05 should be interpreted 

similarly to P=0.04. Agreed. More consistent explanation given with regard to the baseline data and 

effect on secondary abstinence.  

The socioeconomic and cultural background of the participants needs to be presented in text, 

elaborating more on the factors represented in Table 1. The reader’s concern in this regard is that the 
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possibility that the participants may have in fact changed their behaviour based on messages not 

related to the programme (particularly considering the timeframe of the study) has not been 

adequately addressed. This compromises the strength of the overall argument, particularly in light of 

the recommendation to implement the programme in other areas, which may be socially and 

economically different from the areas that the participants are drawn from. Added to text  

Add to the limitations issues of sampling which limit the ability to draw conclusions from the findings. 

For example, the sample size of the control group is almost half that of the intervention group, we 

response rate is not reported, or unknown, how many questionnaires could not be linked. There is no 

sampling frame (list of potentially eligible youth).  

 

It is not correct to say that randomisation was impossible, among churches where the clergy agreed 

to participate, randomisation could have been done, or a stepped wedge design used, or similar.  

 

Discussed further under limitations and table added on sampling frame.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The numbers would have been too small to be able to randomise amongst only the churches that 

agreed to run the programme. Text changed  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Not clear if the control group was also drawn from areas with high rates of HIV prevalence, or 

vulnerable communities, how many controls and intervention churches from each.  

Added to text  

- One of the authors is affiliated with the Fikelela AIDS project, which is the organisation that trained 

the peer educators. The possibility of the bias’ this affiliation may create is not discussed. This might 

be done in an author contribution note.  

Amended  

 

- - The design text makes it appear as if groups were sampled, when analysis is based on individuals, 

does not take into account clustering. Comment added to the sampling section but the statistician 

says we did not take clustering into account since the groups/clusters were assumed to be very 

homogeneous  

- There is much controversy about why HIV declined in countries such as Uganda, it is not simply as 

“youth were encouraged to change behaviour”, the issue is much more complex We could not locate 

this quote in the article or reference specifically to Uganda.  

- There are too many typing, formatting or grammar errors in the text and in the references, these 

must be corrected. Any errors found have been corrected  

- It is unclear if respondents self-completed the questionnaire, or an interviewer completed it for them 

Self completed, added to text  

Controls were matched as closely as possible”, we are only told they are in close proximity, not told 
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how successful the matching was. Matching has specific meanings in epidemiology, seems the 

authors mean something less formal here, rather don’t use that word unless you did “matching”. 

Changed wording as advised  

- The sample size description is incomplete, for example the postulated effect size is not given.  

How was “a role model who provides positive peer pressure” as an essential attribute assessed in 

selecting peers? More detail added  

 

 

Text changed  

- Anova was used to compare continuous to categorical variables, is just incorrect. Where continuous 

response variables were compared vs nominal/categorical response variables (e.g like gender or 

groups) ANOVA was used and if the continuous responses were not normally distributed non-

parametric methods like the Mann-Whitney test (for two groups) or the Kruskal-Wallies test for more 

than two groups were used.  

 

- Interesting that some were non-christian, could you explain that? Added in description  

- The denominators for Table 2,3 need to be more explicit changed  

Why was violence mentioned as important, but then not reported on? Taken out  

- - Social desirability bias is a form of reporting bias, not a separate entity from reporting bias as it 

appears in the text  

Text changed  

VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Abigail M Hatcher  
Researcher  
Center for AIDS Prevention Studies  
University of California, San Francisco  
South Africa 

REVIEW RETURNED 16/01/2012 

 

THE STUDY Good work on this revision.  
 
Excellent job in describing the theoretical basis for the Agents of 
Change curriculum. This is essential for understanding the 
programme and its findings, and the details included in this revision 
are strong. In the discussion (Page 11, Line 48 "In terms of 
process...") it may be useful to mention that the positive findings of 
this impact manuscript suggest that the theoretical basis for the 
intervention was appropriate for encouraging health changes among 
youth. But, that further qualitative analysis could help tease apart 
curricular elements that were most successful. (if you have interest 
in this type of analysis going forward, a paper of interest may be: 
Hatcher, A., de Wet, J., et al. (2011). Promoting critical 
consciousness and social mobilization in HIV/AIDS programmes: 
lessons and curricular tools from a South African intervention. Health 
Education Research, 26(3), 542-555.)  
 
It is helpful to see the flow of drop-off in the data collection (new 
Table 1). I'm now wondering two things concerning the sample:  
- First, might this table be easier to read as a flowchart?  
- Second, might there be some level of added analytical rigour if the 
authors conducted t tests on baseline characteristics for those who 
are excluded from the sample? The drop off I'm particularly 
interested in is the post-intervention (in Control group, this drops 
from 580 to 289; Intervention from 492 to 362). It would be excellent 
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to know whether there are socio-demographic characteristics that 
differ between those who made it to post-int (both for generalizability 
of your findings and for guiding future programmes that target youth 
in churches). I understand if this is beyond the scope of this paper, 
and defer to the journal editor to make a final decision on this 
concern. 

RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS Well done revising the presentation of results. In particular, the new 
framing of primary and secondary abstinence is appropriate and 
meaningful.  

 

REVIEWER Matthew F. Chersich  
MBBCh (Wits) PhD (Ghent U.)  
Associate Professor  
Centre for Health Policy, School of Public Health  
University of Witwatersrand, South Africa  

REVIEW RETURNED 16/01/2012 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The paper was weak in its first submitted version, but of importance 
in its field, and thus the authors were given a chance to improve 
their paper markedly. They have not done so adequately 
unfortunately.  
A multivariate analysis would add much value here , and more 
caution is needed in the conclusions drawn from this study given its 
substantial limitations, and superficial analysis. The response letter 
is inadequate, suggests that the authors did not give full attention to 
addressing the sever reviewer concerns.  
The lack of major revision to the piece is a pity as it is important 
work, which should be written up satisfactorily. If analysed and 
written appropriately it would add much value to existing 
information.  

 

VERSION 2 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer feedback  

Response  

This is no more than a pilot study, testing feasibility and generating  

some before and after data that can't be interpreted as showing cause  

and effect.  

 

All of this greatly weakens the experiment, and all we're left with is  

a before and after study whose findings can only be analysed as  

associations with the intervention, not as effects/outcomes of the intervention.  

 

More caution is needed in the conclusions drawn from this study given its substantial limitations, and 

superficial analysis.  

 

The one reviewer and editor have argued strongly that the conclusions need to be more cautious. We 

agree and have therefore been a lot more tentative. We have also framed the study in the implications 

as initial and exploratory.  

 

The limitations have also been more strongly listed and discussed.  
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The intervention was at the level of the churches (and wasn't randomly  

allocated - introducing potential bias) while the analysis was at the  

level of the individual participants with no adjustment for clustering  

and an assumption (an unconvincing one) that all participants  

attending a particular church would be a homogeneous group.  

We agree that the quasi experimental design introduces potential bias and confounding through the 

non-randomised design and have discussed this as a serious limitation.  

 

We discussed the possibility of adjusting the results for the effect of clustering with the statistician. 

Because of the way the clusters were created and the differences in follow up the eventual size of the 

clusters varied considerably. They were therefore not experimentally designed clusters in a statistical 

sense. There are also challenges with how to bring in the effect of clustering into non-parametric 

testing. At this point we are not able to adjust the results for any possible effect of clustering. We have 

also discussed this as a limitation.  

 

The assumption that all churches (clusters) were homogenous at baseline was tested by the 

statistician in terms of the key variable regarding sexual activity. The analysis showed that there were 

no significant differences among the churches relative to this question. The churches were indeed 

homogeneous relative to this question. I have added a comment on this into the article methods.  

 

 

The authors reply that "yes, cluster analysis would have reduced the  

study's power" is correct but they then don't acknowledge that in the  

paper. A comment has been added under limitations.  

 

Moreover, the outcomes were self reported with considerable  

scope for bias (not least social acceptability bias).  

This was already discussed in limitations and two forms of possible reporting bias are mentioned.  

If the authors are willing to revise the paper again to fully reflect  

the reviewers' criticisms and my comments, with a very cautious  

discussion about the preliminary and exploratory nature of the study  

and a much fuller limitations box, we could still publish it. It's a  

good topic and this work is still worth reporting if done accurately and transparently.  

We have attended to all the specific comments made by the reviewers and editor. We have modified 

the implications and recommendations in line with this being an initial exploratory study with positive 

findings that need confirmation in a larger experimental study.  

Excellent job in describing the theoretical basis for the Agents of Change curriculum. This is essential 

for understanding the programme and its findings, and the details included in this revision are  strong. 

Thank you  

In the discussion (Page 11, Line 48 "In terms of process...")  

it may be useful to mention that the positive findings of this impact  

manuscript suggest that the theoretical basis for the intervention was appropriate for encouraging 

health changes among youth. But, that  

further qualitative analysis could help tease apart curricular  

elements that were most successful.  

Good suggestion  

It is helpful to see the flow of drop-off in the data collection (new  

Table 1). I'm now wondering two things concerning the sample:  

- First, might this table be easier to read as a flowchart?  

- Second, might there be some level of added analytical rigour if the  

authors conducted t tests on baseline characteristics for those who  

are excluded from the sample? The drop off I'm particularly interested  
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in is the post-intervention (in Control group, this drops from 580 to  

289; Intervention from 492 to 362). It would be excellent to know  

whether there are socio-demographic characteristics that differ  

between those who made it to post-int (both for generalizability of  

your findings and for guiding future programmes that target youth in  

churches). I understand if this is beyond the scope of this paper, and  

defer to the journal editor to make a final decision on this concern.  

We have reformatted the information in a flow chart design.  

 

Based on the data set we have captured we compared the control and intervention groups in the final 

paired sample to the whole group at baseline in terms of age and sex. The intervention group showed 

no difference while the control group showed no difference for sex but the paired sample was slightly 

younger. This is most likely the effect of chance in the much smaller paired control group rather than a 

systematic loss to follow up of older teens as the phenomenon was not seen in the intervention group. 

We have added comment on this into the methods section.  

 

 

Well done revising the presentation of results. In particular, the new framing of primary and secondary 

abstinence is appropriate and meaningful.  

Thank you  

A multivariate analysis would add much value here This request was discussed with our statistician 

Prof Daan Nel. He is not clear what kind of multivariate analysis the reviewer believes would add 

value and even after consulting his own colleagues requires further guidance as to which analysis and 

on which variables. If the reviewer can be more specific then we are willing to take this up again with 

the statistician.  

 

Please note above the comments on adjusting the results for the effect of clustering. Please also note 

that the groups did not have important differences at baseline in terms of the measured confounding 

factors.  
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